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Background 
The Lean Startup Conference that took place in San Francisco on November 2 & 3, 2017 
emphasized several concepts from Eric Ries’ book The Lean Startup, while elucidating new 
perspectives to lean startup from Eric Ries’ new book, The Startup Way. Hammering down 
successful startups practices, keynote speakers continued to stress  building a minimal 
viable product (MVP), conducting customer-focused and scientific testing based on the 
build-measure-learn model of continuous innovation, and then deciding whether to pivot 
or persevere, while also integrating the framework of the conference: intertwining 
traditional management with entrepreneurial management, scaling innovation, connecting 
lean startup methods to teams, and commitment to innovation.  
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Keynote Speakers 
 
Justin Rosenstein, co-founder of Asana, presents a new approach to thinking about your 
startup’s culture from the ground up, mapping the idea of intentional culture design to the 
familiar tenets of product research, design, and management 

In Justin Rosenstein’s talk, ”Culture as a Product: How to Roadmap The Tough Stuff,” 
Rosenstein defines culture as the sum total of all the interactions people have in an 
organization while emphasizing the importance of designing a great company culture. 
Explaining how a supportive culture maximizes business success, Rosenstein discusses the 
process in which his company exemplifies a successful culture. For instance, after clarifying 
the “design” of a successful culture at his company, Asana, he and his co-workers 
“implemented” that there should be no meetings on Wednesday so that Wednesday’s are 
days of absolute focus. Additionally, his company established a peer review system where 
an employee chooses six members on his or her team in which they have to write a peer 
review for that employee. After the “design” and “implement” stages, a company enters the 
never-ending “measure and improve” stage. In this stage, the company recognizes places to 
celebrate and improve; for instance, with the case of Asana, Rosenstein and his co-workers 
realized that having no meetings on Wednesday resulted in Wednesdays to be when the 
most innovative ideas occur.   

Additionally, Rosenstein emphasizes cultural principles of empowerment, 
inclusiveness, clarity, and mindfulness. While empowering your employees to do the best 
work, one needs to be mindful, present with each other, and pause and reflect often to go 
fast. Questions everyone needs to first figure out are: what’s the purpose? How does it fit in 
with our strategy and mission? What is our mission? Value? Where are our culture bugs? 
Answering these questions will help one to focus their implementation energy. Ultimately, 
plan with purpose, master productivity, manage and lead a team based off company 
culture, and distribute authority.  
 
Tim O’Reilly, founder & CEO of O’Reilly Media, discusses how to avoid getting sucked into 
the vortex of me-too thinking by ensuring all the parts of your business work together, a 
theme from his new book, WTF? What’s the Future and Why It’s Up to Us 

In Tim O’Reilly’s talk, “WTF? What’s the Future and 
Why It’s Up to Us,” O’Reilly begins by mentioning that when 
Amazon added 45,000 robots, they added 250,000 human 
workers. O’Reilly goes on to explain the “framing 
blindness” concept, in which people think about the future 
from the past, is an incorrect mindset. Nevertheless, in this 
expanding digital world where artificial intelligence and 
algorithmic systems are everywhere, managers need to 
figure out how to augment their workers.  
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Furthermore, O’Reilly emphasizes that markets are outcomes and you have to design them. 
The first step of designing your markets is to ask, who do you want your customers to 
become? (see images below).  
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Moreover, O’Reilly makes several points on how the futuristic robots are not 
autonomous and the increasing amount of robots will require a way to develop new kinds 
of partnerships between human and machines (see image of the runaway objective 
function below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anil Dash, CEO of Fog Creek Software, on mindfully building modern companies in a more 
humane and ethical way 

In Anil Dash’s talk, ”Working Toward Ethical Startups,” Anil explains that in addition 
to betting the company on something new, exciting, and important to users, the company 
needs to be on top of doing everything right. 
Many companies will face a problem and say “not 
yet,” and all the “not yets” along the way become 
big bugs in the future. Companies need to take a 
look at the “not yets” and be okay with screwing 
up. Failure is the most likely case so that should 
be freeing to individuals to tackle the “not yet” 
problems instead of scaring people away. 
Thinking about how we treat community, society, 
and what are your company's bugs are key to 
lean startup because taking care of bugs won’t be 
easier in the future when a company is already 
entrenched in a process. Ultimately, every 
company needs a set of values and risk is no 
excuse.   
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Bennett Blank, Intuit’s Innovation and Transformational Change Leader, offering insights 
from Intuit’s Lean Startup journey 

In Bennett’s Blank talk, ”Finding Your Way: Insights from Intuit’s Lean Startup 
Journey,” Blank explains how to create a leap of faith assessment in three steps: start with 
you, align to your culture, and share with everyone. These steps underly deep customer 
empathy in that employees know their customer better than the customer knows 
themselves. With Intuit’s follow-me-home example, Blank discusses how that process helps 
them observe in real time, real life, where you literally observe what's happening for your 
customers instead of simply interviewing them, transforms Intuit’s ability to scale 
innovation. For example, Intuit’s quickbook product is a cloud based application that 
accepts business payments, manages and pays 
bills, and offers payroll functions. By following 
their customers around, Intuit employees realized 
that there was no self-employed category for 
individuals like uber drivers, consultants, etc. and 
that these individuals were losing thousands of 
dollars because they were not able to report 
financials correctly. Intuit saw a new need inside 
their organization and created a new product for 
self-employed individuals. 

Additionally, “insights,” “shared 
understanding,” and “motivation” should be 
geared toward the customer benefit (see image to 
the right). Employees need to view success in the 
eyes from the customer and achieve ratings 
based on the “improvement in the customer’s 
life.”  
 
 
Vanessa Colella, Head Of Citi Ventures & Chief Innovation Officer, Citi, on how Citibank 
uses growth boards to provide seed funding to internal startups 

In a fireside chat between Vanessa Colella and 
Hugh Molotsi regarding “A Path to Growth: Discovering 
Solutions with Exponential Impact for Citi’s Clients & 
Customers,” Colella discusses her fascination of large scale 
transformation because disruption hits everyone and as 
an entrepreneur, you need to pull on many different 
strings. Colella emphasizes the importance of not losing 
your source of curiosity and to always ask questions like: 
why is it like that? What do our customers need? Are the 
products helping customers run their lives more easily?  
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Colella highlights that everyone needs to remove the tendency to always have an 
answer. Do not say “yes” or “no,” say “how?” Ideation sessions with diverse perspectives to 
understand something important to others are key to growth. Everything needs to be 
measured by impact and not activity. With Citi ventures, Colella explains that it is important 
to recognize what's happening outside the walls of the institution and that companies are 
permeable and not one entity.  

 
Alex Osterwalder, co-founder of Strategyzer, on protecting your organization from 
disruption 

In Alex Osterwalder’s talk, ”Protecting Your Organization from Disruption,” 
Osterwalder explains how to build the invincible company. Initially, Osterwalder 
emphasizes that for a company to be invincible, like Amazon, it must adopt a Jeff Bezos 
mindset, quoting Jeff Bezos–”You cannot invent and pioneer if you cannot accept failure” 
and “at Amazon, we invented a lot of things that customers didn’t care about.” You need to 
fail to win big. Furthermore, Osterwalder highlights that in addition to having a VC mindset, 
being lean, and inventing new stuff, companies need to have proper business portfolio 
maps. These business portfolio maps are a pipeline of tested and validated ideas with 
business models. Osterwalder cites that 6 out of 10 investments lose money and 1 out of 4 
investments make money. Everyone needs to ask themselves if they have a balanced 
business portfolio? (See images below for a business model portfolio framework and 
example) 
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Eric Ries & GE FastWorks Co-Founders Viv Goldstein & Janice Semper on GE’s Startup 
Way strategy 

In a fireside chat on “GE’s Startup Way Strategy” with Eric Ries and GE FastWorks 
co-founders Viv Goldstein and Janice Semper, Eric Ries uses GE as an example of effectively 
scaling the lean startup methods and integrating entrepreneurship within large 
organizations. With regards to FastWorks, Goldstein and Semper explained that companies 
need to take a wide-built approach because if customers do not buy what you make, what 
is the point? To make serious impact in large organizations, you need to make progress by 
convincing one executive at a time. Goldstein and Semper explained the constant 
difficulties they faced while attempting to throw out the current GE culture at the time and 
implement a Lean FastWorks culture. The point of FastWorks was that people needed to 
think more about the customer and the 
outcome–that is why FastWorks is very data 
focused. The four steps FastWorks follows are: 
discover, develop, learn, and act. Companies 
cannot expect a linear change, but rather a very 
messy environment–Ries emphasizes that it is 
essential that you are comfortable with the 
messiness. Lastly, the best way to measure 
impact is through not only vanity metrics, but 
measuring activity against impact/outcome. 
Ultimately, with a faster and more agile culture, 
FastWorks was able to create more value with 
fewer resources. 
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Chip Heath, best-selling author & Stanford Graduate School of Business professor, on the 
power of moments in creating organizational change 

In Chip Heath’s talk, “The Power of Moments in Creating Organizational Change,” 
Heath emphasizes the importance of creating experience that make employees, customers, 
and partners more enthusiastic about embracing your idea or product. Initially, Heath 
defines experiences as “moments” and iterates that we have got the wrong perspective on 
creating experiences. In his example regarding the Disney Paradox, Heath explains that 
when you are at Disneyland, there are many times where you would rather be sitting on 
your couch instead of waiting in long lines in the hot/humid 
environment. However, the next day, this Disneyland trip 
will possibly be the highlight of your year. This example 
demonstrates how our minds have a tendency to remember 
the “peak” moments. There are four elements to peak 
moments: elevation (the thrill of something), insight 
(breakthrough moments) pride (achieved something we set 
out to accomplish), and connection. Heath pinpoints that 
peak moments can be built and are essential to businesses. 

For example, the “first day problem.” For many 
people, their first day of working at a company does not 
meet that individual's expectations–whether that be 
because the receptionist thought your first day was next week, the person that first greeted 
you had to run off to a meeting, your computer is not even set up, etc. How to change that? 
As soon as the individual accepts the job, you are met with a texting buddy. That texting 
buddy converses with the newly employed individual answering all his or her questions and 
somehow works in a way to ask what that individual's favorite drink is. On the first day, that 
employee is greeted by his texting buddy holding his favorite drink with a sign that says 
welcome with that individual's name. The computer is set up and the first message that 
pops up says, “welcome to the most important work you’ll ever do.” Next, you get an email 
from the CEO that explains the legacy of the company and how your efforts will help 
people live fuller lives. It is now lunch time. The newly employed individual meets his team 
where each member of that team talks about what project they are working on and for 
what purpose. This example demonstrates all four moments of elevation, insight, pride, 
and connection. 

Additionally, Heath explains how to face the problem of “when you need people to 
get along.” Heath explains that before everyone starts talking in a meeting, think about 
your role and the last time you earned, and was proud of, your paycheck/work. Now tell the 
person sitting next to you about that experience. In that moment, people see each other 
and are able to connect with each other in a new way, respecting the work that they do.  

Lastly, Heath discusses ways in which you need to “show people how to act.” Chris 
Heath explains that in high school, there is a national signing day in which athletes 
celebrate which college they will be attending. Using the example from Chris Barbic’s Yes 
College Prep school, Heath explains that Barbic implemented a senior signing day where 
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every senior goes up onto the stage in front of the whole school and says where they are 
going to college. This impacts not only the seniors, 
but the kids sitting in the stage because it allows 
the students to see where the upper classmen will 
be attending, intrinsically motivating the 
underclassmen while essentially “showing them 
how to act.”  

Ultimately, every 
individual must learn to 
leverage peak moments.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jyoti Shukla, VP User Experience at Nordstrom, on empowering the entrepreneurial spirit 
in your employees 
 

In Jyoti Shukla’s talk “Empowering the Entrepreneurial Spirit in Your Employees,” 
Shukla explains the process of identifying key employee traits from different disciplines 
throughout the organization to build strong entrepreneurial teams. Shukla emphasizes that 
to bring entrepreneurs together, one needs to be a witness of your team and find 
untapped potential. For instance, with one of her teams that constantly pushes boundaries 
at Nordstrom, Shukla noticed one trait 
consistent within the team members: 
relentless about the customer. A 
customer-first mindset is key because 
curiosity focused in that direction challenges 
the status quo and pushes questioning 
beyond ability. Questions that need to be 
asked are why business processes are the 
way they are? Where is the customer as a 
result.  

Additionally, an ability to ride with 
change and embrace discomfort adds 
another perspective. Unleashing innovation 
can only be done in a supportive 
environment in which there is a safe space to 
push boundaries. Companies need to 
establish a culture of experimentation and 
imperfection.  
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ING Direct’s Ignacio Juliá Vilar & Liguori Innovation’s Stephen Liguori on ING Direct’s 
innovative PACE program, which combines Design Thinking, Lean Startup, and Agile 
methods 

In a fireside chat between Ignacio Juliá Vilar and Stephen Liguori’s on “Beating 
Corporate Inertia to Win Big in Innovation,” Liguori speaks about adopting an 
entrepreneurial culture, using ING’s PACE as an example. Initially, Liguori explains that 
innovation is all about empowering customers by taking a company’s culture of innovation 
to the next level and connecting ecosystems to boost innovation. The goal is to go from 
idea to implementation/MVP so companies do not launch a lot gadgets and then spend 
time on measuring what aspect of the product the customer is using. (See ING’s Innovation 
framework image below) 
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Martin Eriksson, co-founder of Mind The Product, on innovation portfolio management: 
how to ensure you’re investing in the right ideas 

In Martin Eriksson’s talk, “Innovation Portfolio Management: Investing in the Right 
Ideas,” Eriksson explains how scaling organizations can keep track of their product and 
innovation portfolios, implement governance, and ensure they are investing the right 
resources in the right ideas. Eriksson opens up his talk by mentioning that success is a 
terrible teacher. The whole concept if “it ain’t broken, don’t fix it” norm is completely wrong. 
The bigger your organization is, the more likely your process is broken. Just like too many 
resources is a bad thing, too much or too little money is also bad. The questions that need 
answering are: how do you scale lean? Maintain focus across multiple products? Best 
deploy your resources? The first objective is to map your portfolio; this can be done in five 
steps: stars (customer problems), bottle rocket (validated problem statement), satellite 
(business plan), space shuttle (self-sustaining growing business), and space station 
(established business). This 
framework encourages new ideas 
and focuses on learning and 
development while also freeing 
up resources and reducing risk at 
every stage. The point is to invest 
enough to answer the next 
question(s), not have a huge lump 
sum all at once.  

When managing your 
portfolio, managers need to 
ensure cross-functional team: UX, 
engineering, sales, marketing, 
and support teams are all 
intertwined. Keep everything 
informal and stick to the facts. 
Ban “I think” statements and 
opinions. Most importantly, 
ensure every member on the 
team have mission clarity–see 
what everyone else is working on 
and why. A portfolio approach 
grounded in customer 
development ensures you focus 
on learning and managing your 
resources. 

Ultimately, optimize for learning. Don’t fail fast, learn fast. Treat success and failure 
as an opportunity to learn about your market.  
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Bionic CEO David Kidder and Procter & Gamble CTO Kathy Fish on P&G’s innovation 
pathway 
 

In a fireside chat between David Kidder and Kathy Fish on “Transforming P&G’s 
Innovation Approach,” Fish begins by articulating how everyone needs to fall in love with 
the problem, not the solution because product, market, and business model opportunities 
stem from a consumer’s love of something. When asked what is Fish’s relationship with 
entrepreneurs, Fish explained that the best thing internally is when members are inspired 
within their own space than infused across the organization. Projects need to be done in 
small multi-function teams where that entrepreneurial spirit is present. The goal is to keep 
the consumer at the center and find ways to learn more cheaply. However, Fish learned 
that when trying to complete a project in a fast and cheap manner, the end result ends up 
being slow and expensive anyways.  

Additionally, companies must get commercial functions fully embedded in the space 
while dismantling success theater to get commerical truth. Thus, leaders need to lead by 
asking questions and be more open to talk about failures. Leaders need to ask questions 
using a venture capitalist approach (asking VC queries). Moreover, when asked how do you 
collect the learning experience, Fish explained that capturing leap of faith assumptions, 
digitizing work process, and giving people more access is most significant to learning. 

Furthermore, the biggest area of unlearning for Fish is reliance on a volume forecast 
rather than true consumer love and what the consumer is passionate about. With regards 
to P&G’s mistake in China, China was going towards the premium items, but P&G stayed in 
the middle tier too long. P&G did not scale fast enough.  

Ultimately, not only do individuals need to be willing to learn even in uncomfortable 
situations, but also embrace that you are going to fail and simply keep on learning and 
pivoting.  
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Tendayi Viki, author of The Corporate Startup and The Lean Product Lifecycle, on aligning 
innovation with corporate strategy 

In Tendayi Viki’s talk, “Beyond Experiment: Aligning Innovation with Corporate 
Strategy,” Viki explains how intrapreneurs can take innovation beyond running experiments 
and ensure that their work is aligned to corporate strategy. Initially, Viki mentions that 54% 
of innovative companies struggle to 
bridge the gap between innovation 
strategy and business strategy. This is 
why companies need product consoles. 
Every product console should follow the 
steps of strategic portfolio management: 
analyzing, focusing, strategizing, 
allocating, and reporting (see image to 
the right). Moreover, Viki emphasizes 
that if a project needs money, the 
project must be based on a company’s 
strategic intention.  

Additionally, every company 
needs an innovation thesis which is the 
hypothesis about the future (see 
Denmark’s most personal bank 
innovation thesis image below).  

Ultimately, it is an end to end 
process to manage innovation. 
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Laura Klein, VP Product, Business Talent Group, on innovating inside an already successful 
company 

In Laura Klein’s talk, “Building a 
New Engine in the Air,” Klein discusses 
finding new business models before the 
old ones stop working. Klein explains four 
tips for big companies moving toward 
innovation. The first tip is to involve 
stakeholders early and often while letting 
your coworkers help. The next tip is to talk 
to legal and set ground rules early on 
because these guidelines from the 
“gatekeepers” are necessary. The third tip 
is to get money without strings and the 
last tip is to bring high level support.  

 

 

Brant Cooper, co-founder & CEO of Moves the Needle, on the 10 steps to growth 
transformation for enterprises adopting The Startup Way 

In Brant Cooper’s talk, “Stop Innovation,” Cooper explains the ten steps to growth 
transformation. Initially, Brant Cooper iterates that the challenge your organization faces is 
not “innovation,” the challenge is saying “innovation” without a common understanding of 
what is meant by innovation (see chart with regards to uncertainty in creating value below). 
The problem is that people think there is a bi-modal system–in one system, people execute 
on the known, measuring tasks and continuously improving while in the other system, 
people search the unknown, measuring impact and creating new value. This is not a 
bi-modal system, but rather a balance between two operating systems.  

The top three E’s of Lean Value Discovery is empathy (understanding customers 
deeply), experimentation (translating insights into action), and evidence (making decisions 
quickly based on insights and customer behavior). Thus, there are 10 jobs to growth 
transformation: 

1. Find your champions (design thinkers, those with entrepreneurial spirit) 
2. Define and unleash your entrepreneurial spirit 
3. Tackle problems that face “uncertainty” challenges 
4. Upleaders’ game (mentor teams, walk the talk, have teams’ backs)  
5. Articulate the vision (the company’s why–where in corporate values does this 

align, what is the communication strategy to get this vision out to employees) 
6. Roadmap the vision (actual way of working that determines where to scale) 
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7. Invite support functions to the party (everyone in the organization has a 
customer) 

8. Accelerate (all tied to uncertainty challenges across the enterprise, 
understand how to report what does and does not work) 

9. Integrating search to core (dual innovation boards to allocate resources and 
reinforce culture to make it stick) 

10. Allow Structure to Emerge (culture comes out of structure, make 
transformation sticky/permanent, structure needs to be bringing 
cross-function in an organization) 

Ultimately, Brant Cooper concludes by asking, “Do you know where your growth is coming 
from? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark Graban, VP of Improvement & Innovation Services at KaiNexus, on improving overall 
performance by distinguishing signal from noise in data sets 

In Mark Graban’s talk, “Distinguishing Signal from Noise in Metrics,” Graban explains 
tactics on how to shift leadership focus from drilling into random metrics to using data 
points correctly to systematically improve overall performance for the long term. Initially, 
Graban asks three questions: if we stopped wasting people’s time, what would they do with 
it? What are the right metrics? What do we do with the right metrics? Explaining that 
organizations should move away from vanity metrics, Graban also cites Eric Ries, 
articulating, “the fact that your site has seen an uptick in visitors doesn’t mean your product 
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is more popular or you’re more unsuccessful.” This quotation establishes the framework 
for the rest of Graban's talk. Graban emphasizes that we need to look at the data in context 
because upticks can be fluctuating around an average. Likewise, Graban quotes Donald J. 
Wheeler, stating, “don’t waste time explaining noise in data” because most likely there is no 
root cause for that data. That is why before you can detect any signal within a given data 
set, filter out the noise. One tool, 
with regards to filtering out noise, is 
“Process Behavior Charts” in which 
the process is performing a picture. 
Graban iterates that noise is a 
distraction to better improving a 
system because signals have root 
causes while noise does not. 
Typically 8 data points above or 
below the average is worth 
investigating with an average of 
around 20 total data points. 
Additionally, 8 data points above the 
average could result in a shift in the 
average. Ultimately, do not waste 
people’s time writing fiction, improve 
the system. Thus, as Graban 
concludes his talk, he answers the 
first question he asked the audience, 
articulating that if we stopped wasting people’s time we would achieve speed by bypassing 
the excess work that does not lead to learning because learning is equal to improvement. 
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Defining your innovation strategy to succeed at scale with Jean Dahl from Deloitte  

In Jean Dahl’s talk, “Defining Your Innovation Strategy to Succeed at Scale,” Dahl 
explains how enterprise-level companies can define their strategic decision-making 
framework, determine their innovation strategy based on this framework, and then link it 
to their product development engine. Thus, Jean Dahl explains the seven steps to building 
an innovation strategy: 

1. Step 1 - Assess Strategic Innovation Considerations 
a. Need to form the basis of how you split budget and strategy 

2. Step 2 - Develop the strategic framework 
a. Amazon’s 18 year old mission and vission statement - “our vision is to be 

Earth’s most customer-centric company; to build a place where people can 
come to find and discover anything they might want to buy online” 

b. Create value 
3. Step 3 - Define your strategic things (big bets) 

a. Everything you do needs to be tied to a strategic theme 
4. Step 4 - Set Innovation Investment Allocation Targets 

a. Example: the company Target turned around lagging sales to better compete 
with Amazon and walmart 

5. Step 5 - Review Work in Progress (WIP) and Eliminate Waste 
a. Productivity does not equal number of features 
b. Increase in product features 

leads to risk and increased 
costs 

c. End result: Bad investment 
funding 

d. Feature bloat is equal to the 
silent killer of innovation 

6. Step 6 - Rollout the Innovation 
Strategy 

a. Speak to Strategic functions 
b. Report on Investment strategy 
c. Illustrate Strategic themes 

7. Step 7 - Monitor the Innovation 
Strategy 

a. Tools: Price to Earning ration, 
Net Promoter Score, Customer 
analytics 

Ultimately, innovation has to be planned for, 
be mindful.  
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Engineering your startup to innovate at scale with Randy Shoup, VP of Engineering at Stitch 
Fix 

In Randy Shoup’s talk, “Engineering Your Startup to Innovate at Scale,” Shoup 
explains the difference between high-performing organizations and regular organizations 
by citing four key areas: high-performing organizations have multiple deploys per day vs. 
one per day, are committed to deploy in less than an hour vs. one per week, recover from 
failure in less than an hour vs. one per day, and have a change failure rate of 0-15% vs. 
31-45%. There is a dichotomy between speed vs. stability and learning how to organize 
speed while knowing what to build, what not to build, when to build, how to build, and 
delivery and operating is key to achieving business goals.  

Initially, organizing speed follows Conway’s law– the organization determines the 
architecture and the design of a system will be a reflection of the communication paths 
within the organization. Modular systems require modular organization and Shoup 
explains that we can engineer a system by engineering an organization to all “service” 
teams. Shoup uses the Amazon “2 pizza team” example in that no team should be larger 
that can be fed by 2 large pizza’s (typically 4-6 people). Moreover, organization should be 
aligned to business domains in that there is a clear, well-defined area of responsibility. 
Additionally, 80% of project work should be within a time boundary. However, within that 
boundary, teams need autonomy and accountability in which members have the freedom 
to choose technology, methodology, and working environment. Managers must give teams 
a goal, not a solution and the team must innovate and experiment to achieve this goal. 
After that system is in place, managers must hold teams accountable for results.  

Furthermore, when choosing what to build and what not to build, Shoup 
emphasizes that companies need to focus on the problem they are trying to solve while 
focusing on what is important for the business. Always consider buying as an option; for 
instance, like cloud infrastructure, buying can be faster, cheaper, and better than doing it 
yourself. 

● Open Sources: Kubernetes, Istio, MySQL, Postgres, Redis, Machine Learning, etc.  
● Third-party sources: logging, monitoring, alerting, project management, bug 

tracking, billing, fraud detection, etc. 
The goal is to focus on core competencies. With regards to experimental disciplines, state 
your hypothesis, what metrics do you expect to move and why, and understand the 
baseline. One can also run an A/B test with a sample size, isolated treatment, and control 
group. Additionally, one must excessively record and measure the data to fully understand 
customer and system behavior and why this experiment did or did not work. Moreover, 
knowing when to build requires prioritization and 
incremental delivery. Shoup concludes his talk by 
articulating that “when you solve one problem, problem 
#2 gets a promotion” and ultimately, every startup needs 
to follow the five step framework: organizing speed, what 
to build/what not build, when to build, how to build, and 
delivering and operating in a timely fashion.  
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Organizational assessments to improve team performance with Carbon Five’s Courtney 
Hemphill and Janet Brunckhorst, based on research and experience working with 
hundreds of companies such as the Gap, Google, StitchFix, and Autodesk 
 

In Courtney Hemphill and Janet Brunckhorst talk on “The Human Element: 
Organization Assessments to Improve Team Performance,” Hemphill and Brunckhorst 
begin their talk by quoting Eric Ries, explaining that “leadership requires creating 
conditions that enable employees to do the kinds of experimentation that 
entrepreneurship requires.”  Hemphill then segways into the framework for her talk when 
articulating how a team needs to be seen as one entity with clear goals.  

As a way to measure team dynamic, Hemphill and Brunckhorst explain how 
stickies.io provides a dataset for areas of improvement. Another example Hemphill and 
Brunckhorst explain is how to measure team dynamic using a product dartboard (see 
image below). The way the product dartboard works is that several factors of team 
dynamic, along with the product, are listed around the board. Throughout the project, 
team members fill out what they believe, and to what extent they believe, their team 
carried out the following factors. For instance, the product dartboard helped Hemphill and 
Brunckhorst realize that a company they were working with had some members on the 
team believe everyone had a clear shared vision of the product while other members of the 
team did not. The problem was that some people thought the vision was shared and some 
did not; thus, the learning did not align. The hypothesis was that this occurred because the 
team did not collaborate enough. This resulted in more pairings. Ultimately, a great culture 
is to employees as a great product is to customers 
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